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Abstract
The semiclassical Einstein equations are solved to rst order in  = h=M2
for the case of a Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole perturbed by the vacuum
stress-energy of quantized free elds. Massless and massive elds of spin 0,
1=2, and 1 are considered. We show that in all physically realistic cases,
macroscopic zero temperature black hole solutions do not exist. Any static
zero temperature semiclassical black hole solutions must then be microscopic
and isolated in the space of solutions; they do not join smoothly onto the




Static spherically symmetric zero temperature black holes have proven to be very inter-
esting and important at the classical, semiclassical, and quantum levels. Classically the only
static spherically symmetric black hole solution to Einstein’s equations with zero surface
gravity (and hence zero temperature) is the extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m (ERN) black hole,
which possesses a charge equal in magnitude to its mass.
At the quantum level, the statistical mechanical entropy of zero temperature (extreme)
black holes has been calculated in string theory [?] and shown to be identical to the usual
Bekenstein-Hawking formula for the thermodynamic entropy.
The usual semiclassical temperature and entropy calculations for ERN black holes have
all been made in the test eld approximation where the eects of quantized elds on the
spacetime geometry are not considered. However, it is well known that quantum eects
alter the spacetime geometry near the event horizon of a black hole. In particular they can
change its surface gravity and hence its temperature [?,?,?,?].
In this Letter we examine the eects of the semiclassical backreaction due to the vacuum
stress-energy of massless and massive free quantized elds with spin 0, 1=2, and 1 on a
static Reissner-Nordstro¨m (RN) black hole. Our focus is on the eects these elds have on
macroscopic black holes, substantially larger than the Planck mass. For such black holes
the magnitude of the quantized elds’ stress-energy near the horizon will be small, and it is
thus appropriate to use perturbation theory.
For all massless elds, including those with spin 0 and arbitrary coupling to the scalar
curvature, we nd that no zero temperature solutions to the semiclassical equations at linear
order in perturbation theory about the RN geometry exist. We also nd this result holds for
massive elds with spin 1/2 and 1 using the DeWitt-Schwinger approximation for the stress-
energy tensor. For massive elds with spin 0, we have previously shown [?]using the DeWitt-
Schwinger approximation that zero temperature solutions to the perturbed semiclassical
backreaction equations only exist for values of the curvature coupling constant  such that
  5=14. However the only physically relevant values of  are 0 and 1=6, corresponding to
the cases of minimal and conformal coupling respectively.
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Thus in all realistic cases we nd that solutions to the perturbed semiclassical backreac-
tion equations corresponding to static spherically symmetric zero temperature black holes
do not exist. In the context of semiclassical gravity with free quantized elds as the matter
source, this means that no macroscopic zero temperature static black hole solutions exist.
This is a very surprising and general result that may have signicant implications for black
hole thermodynamics. If there are any zero temperature static black hole solutions within
the full semiclassical theory of gravity (not perturbation theory), then those solutions must
be isolated in the space of solutions from the classical extreme Reissner-Nordsto¨m solution.
That is, they cannot join smoothly onto the ERN solution as h=M2 approaches zero.
In what follows we rst derive the linearized semiclassical backreaction equations and
then solve them for the perturbed surface gravity in the cases of massless and massive spin
0, 1/2 and 1 quantized elds. We linearize about the RN geometry and demonstrate the
results mentioned above. We nish with a brief discussion of the possible implications of the
result that macroscopic zero temperature black hole solutions do not exist in semiclassical
gravity. Throughout we use units such that h = c = G = kB = 1. Our conventions are those
of Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler [?].
The general static spherically symmetric metric can be written in the following form:
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + h(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2 ; (1)
where dΩ2 is the metric of the two-sphere. The metric can describe a black hole with an











where the prime represents a derivative with respect to r and the expression is evaluated at





Since we wish to perturb the spacetime with the vacuum energy of quantized elds, we
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begin by considering the general Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric as the \bare" state. For the
RN metric,






where Q is the electric charge and M is the mass of the black hole. The outer event horizon
is located at
r+ = M +
q
M2 −Q2 : (5)
For the ERN black hole jQj = M .
In semiclassical gravity, the geometry is treated classically while the matter elds are
quantized. In examining the semiclassical perturbations of the RN metric caused by the
vacuum energy of quantized elds, we continue to treat the background electromagnetic
eld as a classical eld. For the perturbed RN geometry, then, the right hand side of





C + hT i
i
: (6)
We consider the situation where the black hole is in thermal equilibrium (whether at zero or
nonzero temperature) with the quantized eld; the perturbed geometry will then continue
to be static and spherically symmetric. The general form of the perturbed RN metric may
then be written as:
















dr2 + r2dΩ2 ; (7)
to rst order in  = h=M2. The function m(r) contains both the classical mass and a
rst-order quantum perturbation,
m(r) = M [1 + (r)] : (8)
The metric perturbation functions, (r) and (r), are determined by expanding the Einstein




















hT rri − hT tti
i
: (10)
The metric perturbation functions, obtained by integrating Eqs. (??-??), will contain con-
stants of integration. It is convenient to write them in the form
(r) = C1 + ~(r) ; (11)
(r) = C2 + ~(r) ; (12)
where ~(r+) = ~(r+) = 0.
To decide whether a semiclassically perturbed black hole has zero temperature, we must
calculate the surface gravity of the perturbed metric to rst order in . Applying Eq. (??)





(1 + C2) + 4r+hT tti : (13)
Now consider semiclassical black holes that, at rst order in , have precisely zero tem-
perature. Such black holes are legitimate solutions within the context of perturbation theory
only if they maintain zero temperature as  is reduced to zero. Hence any such solutions
must smoothly approach the ERN metric in the classical limit. From Eq. (??) it is seen that






must be at most of order . Thus the term in Eq. (??) involving the (unknown) integration
constant C2 will be at least of order 
2, and hence may be discarded in this case. The
total surface gravity of the semiclassical solution at rst order then involves two terms: the
classical surface gravity, which is always nonnegative, and a term proportional to hT tti, the
negative of the vacuum energy density. To have a semiclassically perturbed zero temperature
black hole, it is then necessary that hT tti be nonpositive at the horizon. This implies that
the vacuum energy density at the event horizon must be nonnegative.
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The exact calculation of the expectation value for the stress-energy of a quantized eld in
a curved spacetime is a very dicult exercise. However, the problem is somewhat simplied
in the present case by our focus on zero temperature solutions. Since the classical \bare"
solution must have a surface gravity that is of order  or less, we can simply consider the
vacuum stress-energy for the ERN spacetime. While the actual bare spacetime may be
slightly non-extreme (to order ), the dierences between the vacuum stress-energy tensor
of the extreme spacetime and the bare spacetime will be of order 2, and may safely be
ignored.
The ERN spacetime is asymptotically congruent to the conformally flat Robinson-
Bertotti spacetime as one approaches the event horizon at r = M [?,?,?]. The vacuum
stress-energy of a quantized eld should similarly asymptotically approach the Robinson-
Bertotti values as one approaches the event horizon of the ERN spacetime. This has been
explicitly conrmed for the scalar eld [?]. For conformally invariant (hence, massless) quan-
tized elds, the vacuum stress-energy in the Robinson-Bertotti spacetime may be obtained
using the results of Brown and Cassidy [?] and Bunch [?]. It is [?]
hT i = b(s)
28802
 ; (15)
with b(s) = 1; 11
2
; 62 for scalar, spinor, and vector elds respectively. Since hT tti is positive
for all three of these cases, that means the vacuum energy density is negative in all these
cases on the ERN horizon, and hence there are no zero temperature linearly perturbed RN
black holes associated with conformally invariant quantized elds.
Next let us consider the massless quantized scalar eld with arbitrary curvature coupling,
 (the scalar eld is conformally invariant only if  = 1=6). In this case, the vacuum stress-
energy tensor has been numerically computed for the ERN black hole spacetime [?]. The
vacuum stress-energy depends on  in a linear fashion, and may be divided into conformal
and nonconformal pieces:







Anderson, Hiscock, and Loranz [?] found that C approaches the Robinson-Bertotti val-
ues as r ! M , and that all components of D approach zero in that limit. Hence, at
the horizon of an ERN black hole, the vacuum stress-energy tensor of a quantized scalar
eld is independent of the curvature coupling, and is equal to the Robinson-Bertotti value.
Therefore, there are no zero temperature linearly perturbed RN black holes associated with
massless quantized scalar elds for any value of the curvature coupling.
We also wish to consider quantized massive elds in the ERN black hole spacetime. The
vacuum stress-energy of quantized massive elds in the RN spacetime has been numerically
computed in the case of scalar elds, by Anderson, Hiscock, and Samuel [?]. They also
developed the DeWitt-Schwinger approximation hT iDS for the stress-energy of the massive
scalar eld, and found that the exact values of the stress-energy components were well
approximated when the black hole mass M and eld mass m satisfy Mm > 2. As the eld
mass is increased, the DeWitt-Schwinger approximation rapidly becomes more accurate.
The DeWitt-Schwinger approximate value for the vacuum energy density of a massive scalar








Zero temperature perturbed solutions will only be possible if hT tti is negative. Examination




a range that excludes the cases of greatest physical interest, namely the minimally ( = 0)
and conformally ( = 1=6) coupled elds. A thorough study of RN black holes (with
arbitrary charge) perturbed by a quantized massive scalar eld has been presented elsewhere
[?].
The DeWitt-Schwinger approximation has recently been extended to the case of the mas-
sive spinor and vector elds in the RN black hole spacetime by Matyjasek [?]. The accuracy
of the DeWitt-Schwinger approximation is unknown in this case, as no direct calculation of
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the exact value of hT i has been performed for these elds in the RN spacetime. For the
















Since both of these values for hT tti are manifestly positive, it appears that perturbations of
an ERN black hole caused by quantized massive spinor or vector elds cannot yield a zero
temperature solution.
Finally we note that in general there are higher derivative terms in the semiclassical
backreaction equations which come from terms in the gravitational action that are quadratic
in the curvature. These terms can be taken into account perturbatively by putting them on
the right hand side of the equations and evaluating them in the background geometry [?].
The eective stress-energy tensor for these terms vanishes at the event horizon in the ERN
geometry. Thus these terms cannot cancel the eects of the negative energy densities due
to the quantized elds.
We have shown that there almost certainly do not exist zero temperature semiclassical
black hole solutions that are linear perturbations of the ERN black hole, the unique classical
static zero temperature black hole. For massless scalar, spinor, and vector elds, we have
used exact values of the vacuum stress-energy tensor at the event horizon to conclude there
are no zero temperature solutions to the semiclassical backreaction equations within the
context of perturbation theory. For massive elds, we have used the DeWitt-Schwinger
approximation to the vacuum stress-energy tensor, which is expected to be quite accurate
for suciently massive elds, i.e., those whose Compton wavelength is much less than the
radius of curvature at the event horizon. We have shown that zero temperature solutions
are only possible for a quantized massive scalar eld with rather implausible values of the
curvature coupling ( > 5=14).
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Our results imply that if static zero temperature semiclassical black hole solutions do
exist, they must not smoothly join onto the classical zero temperature ERN solution as
 = h=M2 ! 0. This suggests that any such solutions are truly microscopic, with masses
within a few orders of the Planck mass. Whether such small zero temperature black hole
solutions exist remains an open question.
In the macroscopic case one implication of the nonexistence of zero temperature black
hole solutions is that, for xed mass M, there is a minimum temperature that any static
spherically symmetric semiclassical black hole can have. Thus it is not only impossible to
build a macroscopic zero temperature black hole [?], it is impossible to build one that is
arbitrarily close to zero temperature. This is a reformulation of one version of the third law
of black hole mechanics [?].
This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant No. PHY-
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